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Showcasing my skills

A It’s easy to say that you have lot of skills but in a competitive world you need to prove it! Can you
think of things that you do or could do to show you have these skills?

1

3

Teamwork skills

2

Reliability

4

5

Responsibility

1

Communication

Leadership
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B Can you write a personal profile based on the skills you have outlined above? Use the examples
below to help you, paying particular attention to the phrases in bold.

►

I am a friendly, outgoing person with good people skills as proved by me being elected form
captain. I am a quick learner, willing to work hard.

►

I am a highly motivated student with a range of skills. I am reliable, punctual and willing to
learn. I am a hard worker who can work alone or in a team. I have experience of working in
a local garden centre which has taught me to be responsible and how to communicate with
members of the public as well as giving me excellent customer service skills.

►

I am a reliable student. I have a strong interest in fashion and design. I keep a scrapbook of my
favourite trends and enjoying sketching my own designs. I am expected to get good GCSEs. I am
keen to learn and develop skills.

►

Sport is my biggest passion, and the skills that I have developed through playing sport
are a key to the personal qualities I can bring to any role. As a striker and a leader within in my
local football team, I am able to work well within a team and also perform under pressure.
I enjoy growing the skills and passions of others, and I do this by coaching younger pupils
at my school.
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